
April 30th 2022 marks 2 special occasions. First is Journey to Freedom Day here in Canada, a National Day
of Commemoration of the exodus of Vietnamese and Chinese-Vietnamese refugees and their acceptance
into Canada after the fall of Saigon and the end of the Vietnam War. Second is Holding Heritage's 1 year

anniversary - I launched this passion project of last year, and I cannot believe how fast time has flown by! 
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⬇ Learn more about Journey To Freedom Day! ⬇
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Journey to Freedom Day 2022

My mom's family and a couple of their sponsors - Calgary

My mom's family celebrating with some of their sponsors - Calgary

My 公公, brother, me, auntie and cousin

My 公公 (grandpa)
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The Most Meaningful Memento
In 1980, my mom’s family - which consisted of my great grandmother, 2
grandparents, my mom, her 3 sisters and older brother - were sponsored
out of the Hong Kong refugee camps they lived in after fleeing Vietnam by
9 Canadian families who were a part of the same church and community in
Calgary, Alberta. This scrapbook has now become one of the most precious
and important family keepsakes we have, as well as a sincere reminder of
how far they have come. 

"All my dad wrote here is so true, I felt that.
It was full of happiness."

Let me know your thoughts, I'd love to hear from you!

My grandfather’s name was Ly Van Huy, but to me, he was 公公 (gong1 gong1) - at the end of the book, lies a two page
spread - on the left, a hand-inked letter in Vietnamese by my grandfather and on the right, the same letter translated into

english. He wrote this letter addressed to all 9 of the incredible families - in response to receiving this heartfelt book. 
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